
In our experience, many companies, public as well as private, already use or plan to use Azure. One of the
reasons for its popularity might be its unrivalled support for business-critical applications, operational
optimisations, or strategic measures that support the company’s digital transformation. Whether the use of
Azure happens as a controlled process or as a proliferation out in various parts of the business, it is important
to make the right onboarding choices to unleash the full potential of Azure.

Thoroughly tested model ensures successful integration and use 

Globeteam’s Azure Onboarding is a well-tested model that ensures Azure becomes a natural expansion of the
company’s data centre, and that the integration and use of Azure takes place without any issues. The solution
can be supplemented with different predefined deliveries, such as making a business case on moving servers
in Azure or removing the dependency on internal servers in connection with access to Office 365.

A successful Azure project starts with good, solid onboarding, focusing on
governance and business-case scenarios. This will ensure that in all current
and future Azure solutions, the company gets a uniform structure, and one
that complies with the business’ IT policy and other guidelines. 

Globeteam’s Azure Onboarding is our solution for companies that currently
use or plan to use Azure to support their business, strategic and IT needs. 

Azure Onboarding and
governance 

Globeteam has specific experience implementing our Azure Governance model with clients such as The Danish
Environmental Portal, The Danish Business Authority, and Milestone. We are ready to help companies get
started with Azure without compromising the business’ needs for speed and flexibility.

What is the value of Globeteam’s Azure Onboarding?

By choosing Globeteam’s Azure Onboarding the company can achieve: 

• A secure platform for digital and innovative measures.
• An Azure platform that focuses on structure, security, and operational optimisation.
• An operation centre that provides the opportunity for better disaster recovery. 
• An opportunity to access server and data capacity on demand.

https://globeteam.com/case/cloud-revolutionerer-udviklingen-af-nye-it-loesninger-hos-danmarks-miljoeportal/


Globeteam’s Azure Onboarding consists of 4 modules

Azure Hybrid Setup: The initial, basic setup to
“connect” the existing infrastructure with Azure and as
such begin using Azure. 

Azure Governance: Globeteam Azure Governance is
a well-tested model that helps you and your company
establish a process for the governance and
administration of Azure.

Azure Assessment: Globeteam Azure Assessment is
our tool for developing your business case. We
identify your IT potential for Azure and develop
estimates on migrations.

Azure Supporting Services: Globeteam Azure
supporting services is an additional service that can
support your use of Azure. These services might be
specific additional deliveries, as well as services that
assist/support your IT department, be that in the
shorter or longer term. 

The model is generic, and therefore all modules can be delivered as separate subprojects. A company that
has started with the first Azure services might experience a mismatch between consumption and use, or
there might be a need to establish a governance structure before proceeding with the next Azure service.

Azure Onboarding can also be delivered as one collective project. This might be a good option for companies
that have purchased Azure use via their Microsoft license agreement, or maybe for companies that know they
are going to invest in Azure and want to get started in a structured and secure way.
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